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With the concept of sharing economic entering into our lives, many parking Apps are designed for connecting the drivers and
vacated parking spaces. However, there are not many drivers who use themobile Apps to reserve and find available parking spaces,
which is largely due to the insufficient information provided by the parking App. In order to better explain, predict, and improve
drivers’ acceptance of parking App, the conceptual framework based on technology acceptance model was developed to establish
the relationships between the drivers’ intention to accept parking App, trust in parking App, perceived usefulness of parking App,
and perceived ease of its use.,en structural equationmodel was established to analyze the relationship between various variables.
,e results show that the trust in parking App, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and parking App attributes are the main
factors that determine the intention to use parking App. ,rough the test of direct effect, indirect effect, and total effect in the
model, it is found that perceived usefulness has the largest total impact on acceptance intention, with a standardized coefficient of
0.984, followed by parking App attribute (0.743), perceived ease of use (0.384), and trust in parking App (0.381).

1. Introduction

With the sustained rapid growth of car ownership, parking
has become difficult to issue a common phenomenon in
large and medium cities. Shared parking mode has been
applied to solve the problem of “parking difficulty.” It be-
comes a hot topic in the parking industry and academic
research. As the development of sharing economy in the
transportation field, Mobile Apps of smart parking are
designed to use the connectivity of the mobile Internet to
share the use of personal parking berth after “online car-
hailing” and “shared bicycle.” More than 100 Apps are
launched inmarket and provide different functions. Both the

Mobile Apps and websites feature a scrollable listing of every
parking facility and its parking space availability, price,
address, and other information. ,e Apps and websites also
allow drivers to reserve the parking space, permit the owner
to share parking space, and admit manager to allocate and
assign the optimal parking spaces to drivers automatically.
Unlike Didi and Uber ride-hailing and shared bike Apps,
shared parking App has not been accepted by the drivers,
owners, and other users. Actually, the parking App provides
the information that connects the driver and the vacant
parking space. If the drivers do not use the parking infor-
mation from the App, they would be cruising for parking
and the App could not bring convenience to the driver and
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improve the parking difficulty. ,erefore, it is of great value
to better understand why the driver accepts or rejects the
parking App. ,e overall objective of this study is to analyze
the parking App acceptance of the drivers from their in-
tentions and explain their intentions in terms of trust in
parking App, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use,
and other related variables. A conceptual framework based
on the technology acceptance model is proposed to establish
the relationship between driver’s intention to apply parking
App and trust in parking App, perceived usefulness, per-
ceived ease of use, and other related variables. ,en the
structural equation model (SEM) is applied to analyze the
relationship among these variables. ,e research problems
are addressed as follows.

(i) What are the significant relationships among drivers’
intention to accept parking App, trust in parking
App, perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and
other related variables?

(ii) How to put forward the strategy of promoting
parking App and understand the user behavior
mechanism based on SEM results?

2. Literature Review

Many scholars have studied the influence of travel infor-
mation on travel behavior. Chorus et al. [1, 2] found that
even if the traffic information was useful, its influence on
driver’s travel mode selection was tiny. Dziekan and Kot-
tenhoff [3] found the real-time public transport information
had a significant effect on the passengers’ waiting time
perception, with a survey showing that perception of waiting
time could be reduced by 20% in the streetcar. Brakewood
et al. [4] studied the real-time information in improving the
uncertainty of bus operation and the perception, behavior,
and satisfaction of passengers. ,ey found that the appli-
cation of bus information could significantly improve the
travel satisfaction of passengers and reduce the perceived
waiting time of passengers, as well as their anxiety and
tension.

In terms of travel information demand, use, and ac-
ceptance, Goulias et al. [5] studied the use of advanced travel
information system by passengers and found that four main
media—TV, Internet, radio, telephone, and mobile com-
munication technologies—all had impacts on passengers’
use awareness, and the influence would change over
household and personal characteristics. Molin and Tim-
mermans [6] found that the willingness of passengers to pay
for public transport information could be increased by
improving the quality of information and providing addi-
tional information services such as travel planning. Gro-
tenhuis et al. [7] studied the quality of passengers’ demand
for multimode travel information and found that passengers
had a strong demand for travel information to reduce time
(travel and search time) and save energy (physical, cognitive,
and affective energy). Farag and Lyons [8] found the use
awareness, habits, attitudes, anticipated emotions, and
perceived behavior control would have a significant impact
on the use of public transport information. Farag and Lyons

[9] found sociodemographics, travel information, social
environment, and travel attitude have strong influences on
the use of public transport information. It is suggested that
public transport information could be provided with public
transport use to fully release the service potential of public
transport information.

As for the study on travelers’ use of taxi-hailing App, Liu
[10] found the practicability of App was the main factor
influencing the acceptance of taxi-hailing App by Shanghai
passengers, and the convenience of use had a certain influence
on the practicability. Peng et al. [11] analyzed the use of call-
taxi App by behavioral intention and found that perceived
ease of use, perceived usefulness, and compatibility positively
and indirectly affect use attitude and then affect use intention,
while subjective norms positively and directly affect the be-
havior intention and perceived risk negatively and directly
affect the behavior intention, and perceived price level has an
impact on both the behavior intention and the use attitude,
base of which were the theory of planned behavior (TPB), the
theory of rational behavior (TRA), and the technology ac-
ceptance model (TAM). Zhang et al. [12] established Binary
Logit Model to describe the tendency of travel mode selection,
and the sensitivity of different influencing factors to the se-
lection probability was discussed through sensitivity analysis,
which provided reference for the development of traditional
taxi and taxi-hailing App.

In terms of the design of parking App, there is little
study. Tang [13] proposed internal guidance scheme in
parking lots, through applying Dijkstra algorithm to the path
guidance in parking lots. Song [14] designed the parking
App system database, and the overall design provided overall
technical support for the later implementation and devel-
opment of the mobile parking App system. Based on the
combination of Internet and mobile Internet, the designed
parking App solved the insufficiency of traditional Apps.

Many scholars have studied the impact of travel App on
travelers’ behavior. Hancer and Jin [15] explored the
influencing factors of travelers’ attitude towards using travel
Apps combined the theory of motivation, and found that
App use experience had a moderating effect on influencing
factors. Kwon et al. [16] used technology acceptance be-
havior model to study travelers’ downloading behavior of
travel App. Shaila et al. [17] identified that age and attitudes
(toward smartphone use and environment) played a sig-
nificant role in using smartphones for trip planning as well
as shaping travel outcomes through binary choice modeling
approach. Millennials (16–34 years) were more likely to use
smartphones for trip planning and perceived increase in
travel outcomes compared to other age groups. Xie et al. [18]
proposed a modeling framework which was essential for
accounting the impacts of real-time on-demand system’s
dynamics on traveler behaviors and capturing consumer
heterogeneity, thus being greatly relevant for integrations in
multimodal dynamic simulators.

3. Conceptual Framework

,e technology acceptance model (TAM) is derived from
,eory of Reasoned Action (TRA) of Fishbein and Ajzen
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[19]. TAM’s central argument is that perceived usefulness
and perceived ease of use are the determinants of behavioral
intention prior to the adoption of a new technology, in
which the intention is the antecedent of actual use [20].
TAM has been applied more and more in the field of
transportation research in recent years. For example, TAM
was developed to study the user acceptance of autonomous
vehicle [21]. Parking App applies information technology to
provide parking reservation and allocation services; there-
fore, TAM could also be applied to study driver’s intention
to accept the parking service provided by the parking App.

3.1. Technology Acceptance Model. According to TAM, a
person’s acceptance of a specified technology is determined
by his or her behavioral intentions regarding the technology,
which can be determined by his or her attitude toward the
technology. TAM includes two particular factors, perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use [22], to explain the
user’s intentions and attitude toward technology shown in
Figure 1. Perceived usefulness is the degree to which an
individual believes that using a specific technology will help
him or her to attain gains in job performance. Perceived ease
of use refers to the degree of ease associated with use of the
specific technology.

Specifically, the perceived usefulness is significantly
related to the user’s intention to accept parking App, and
perceived ease of use significantly influences the user’s
acceptance intentions as well as the user’s perceived use-
fulness. Likewise, the more useful and easier to use the
drivers believe that the parking App is, the more the drivers
would accept the App. ,erefore, the following hypothe-
sises are proposed.

3.1.1. Perceived Usefulness. ,e extent to which users think
that using a technology or a system can help their work
performance is affected by external variables. When users
think the system is easy to use, they will complete more work
with the same effort and improve work performance.
,erefore, the following hypothesis is put forward.

Hypothesis 1 (H1). Drivers’ perceived usefulness signifi-
cantly and positively relates to their intention to accept
parking App.

3.1.2. Perceived Ease of Use. ,e degree to which users
perceive that technology is easy to use is affected by external
variables (such as user characteristics, system characteristics,
and organizational factors). ,e easier the system is to use,
the stronger the user’s sense of control and confidence will
be, and their attitude towards the system will be more
positive. ,erefore, the following hypotheses are put
forward.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). Drivers’ perceived ease of use signifi-
cantly and positively relates to their perceived usefulness.

Hypothesis 3 (H3). Drivers’ perceived ease of use signifi-
cantly and positively relates to users’ intention to accept
parking App.

By then, TAM is going two steps further. ,e attitude
and behavioral intention to use parking App are discussed as
follows.

3.1.3. Attitude to Use. Drivers’ positive or negative feelings
towards the use of information technology are influenced by
perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use.When drivers
feel that the parking App is more useful and convenient to
use, they will have a more positive attitude towards the App.

3.1.4. Behavioral Intention. ,e subjective possibility of
drivers’ repeated use of parking App is influenced by per-
sonal attitude and perceived usefulness and directly deter-
mines their actual use behavior.

3.2. Extension of TAM forDrivers’ Intention to Accept Parking
App. Since TAM ignores some important factors like social
influence in some specified situations, Venkatesh and Davis
[23] proposed TAM2 by introducing social influence vari-
ables (including subjective norm and image) and the cog-
nitive instrumental variables (work correlation, the quality
of output, and the results demonstration) to explain the
perceived usefulness and intention to use TAM2 repairs the
empirical shortage problem of TAM, and enhances the
adaptability of TAM.

Similarly, the current study extends TAM by introducing
three new factors—parking App attributes, trust in parking
App, and sociodemographics—according to the character-
istics of parking App in this study. On the basis of the
following analysis, the structural model for drivers’ intention
to accept parking App is developed (Figure 2).

3.2.1. Parking App Attributes. Parking App provides the
service that links parking users with available parking spaces.
,erefore, the information provided by parking App be-
comes one of the decisive factors for drivers to accept this
information and use this App to park. ,e adequacy and
accuracy of the information provided by the parking App is
crucial, such that whether the functions of parking reser-
vation, tracking parked vehicle inside parking area, parking
assignment, and electronic payment are open, as well as
whether the fluctuation of parking charge and the quantity
of available parking spaces are accurate. Numerous early
studies [24, 25] of travel information have confirmed that the
reliability and timeliness of such information can influence
travelers’ acceptance of it. ,e following hypothesis is
proposed for parking App attributes in this study.

Hypothesis 4 (H4). Parking App attributes significantly and
positively relates to drivers’ intention to accept parking App.

3.2.2. Trust in Parking App. ,e author gives the definition
of trust in parking App, that is, the degree to which the traffic
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information service provided by parking App can be trusted
by specific users. ,erefore, in a smart parking system with
uncertainty, it is significantly necessary to analyze the
credibility of parking App and identify the risks it may bring,
so as to effectively develop a credible parking App. As a new
product, parking App inevitably has the problem of trust. On
one hand, the trust is not enough to support the operation of
parking App. On the other hand, due to the public’s am-
bivalence towards emerging things, users would like to try it
but also be afraid of failure at the same time. If the parking
App as an object cannot meet the needs of the users, then
users’ trust in the parking App will be greatly reduced. For
example, inaccurate and uncertain parking location and
prices might cause the driver to spend more time and money
on parking. As a result, drivers will gradually abandon using
parking App because of distrust caused by its inaccuracy.
Users’ trust in the parking App is mainly reflected in their
trust in the parking information provided by the App.
,erefore, the following hypothesis is proposed.

Hypothesis 5 (H5). Trust in parking App significantly and
positively relates to drivers’ intention to accept parking App.

3.2.3. Sociodemographics. Gender, age, driving age, occu-
pation, education, and local working hours of drivers could
have a certain impact on their intention to use parking App
[26]. For example, because of familiarity with local parking

facility, older drivers with rich parking experience tend to
park using their own judgement instead of parking App. So
the following hypothesis is given.

Hypothesis 6 (H6). Sociodemographics of drivers signifi-
cantly and positively relate to drivers’ intention to accept
parking App.

4. Data and Variables

4.1.QuestionnaireandVariables. Since trust in parking App,
perceived usefulness, and other latent variables cannot be
measured directly in the structural model just mentioned,
proper multiple observed indicator variables must be used to
define them. In order to guarantee that the observed indi-
cator variables are reasonable, they are selected on the basis
of the conceptual framework just mentioned, according to
existing literature about smart parking system. Observed
indicator variables for each latent variable are detailed in
Table 1.

In the questionnaire, except for the six questions of
sociodemographics (SD1-6), the remaining questions were
all graded by Likert scale with five points: strongly agree,
relatively agree, generally agree, relatively disagree, and
strongly disagree, which were graded on a scale of 5 to 1.

4.2. Sample. Like other cities in China, the centripetal nature
of Ningbo’s urban construction and development has led to

External
variables

Perceived
usefulness

Perceived
ease of use

Attitude
to use

Behavioral
intention Actual use

Figure 1: Technology acceptance model (TAM).

Sociodemographics

Intention to use
parking app

Trust in parking
app Parking app attributes

Perceived usefulness Perceived ease of use

H1

H2

H3

H4

H6

H5

Figure 2: Structural model of drivers’ intention to accept parking App.
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the formation of high-density land use in the urban center,
which has resulted in high-intensity transportation. Neither
the road conditions nor the building parking standards can
meet the traffic mode dominated by cars. ,erefore, it is
necessary to study Ningbo people’s acceptance intention of
parking App. ,rough the Internet and field survey, data
collection of shared parking intention was carried out. ,e
field survey was conducted in the Gulou, Chenghuang
temple, Yuehu shengyuan, and Yinzhou district of Ningbo
city for four days. ,e survey focused on public parking that
charge fees, including in-road and off-road public parking;
that is because in China, fee parking lot is the majority.
Finally, 450 questionnaires were sent out. To maintain the
accuracy of the estimations and proper solutions, ensure
representativeness, and use multiple observed indicator
variables to define latent variables, a much larger and suf-
ficient sample size, from 100 to 200, is recommended when
maximum likelihood estimation is used [27]. According to
the study, a sample size of 450 is adequate for SEM.

Among the 450 valid questionnaires, for the parking
suppliers, 57% of respondents were male and 43% were
female. ,ere is nearly the same number of males and fe-
males, which makes it reasonable to analyze the intention to
use parking App. As to the mean of different demographic
characteristics in the sample, the average age of drivers is
37.22 years, their average length of driving experience is
4.14 years, and the average time in which drivers have
worked in Ningbo is 7.35 years. More details are shown in
Table 2.

5. Methods

,is study was aimed at the relationships among accep-
tance of parking App, trust in parking App, perceived
usefulness, and other related variables. ,e latent variables

and observable variables were shown in Table 1. SEM (the
structural equation model) methodology [28] can simul-
taneously analyze and capture the complex interrelation-
ships among the intention of drivers to use parking App,
perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use, and socio-
demographic and other related variables. ,e effects of
observed and latent variables can be decomposed into
direct and indirect effects in this model. SEM also allows a
user to have standardized parameters that show the relative
influences of observed and latent variables with a lower
error. Considering the complex relationships among these
variables and their measurement error, SEM was applied as
the best option.

AMOS software is easy to model without program-
ming and includes almost all the frontier statistical
methods related to structural equation model. In all

Table 1: Variable used in model.

Latent variable Observed indicator variable

Sociodemographics

SD1: gender
SD2: age

SD3: driving years
SD4: how long have you worked in this city?

SD5: occupation
SD6: education

Parking App attributes

PAA1: parking App provides accurate information of parking charges.
PAA2: parking App provides accurate information of the number of available parking spaces.

PAA3: parking App needs to open parking reservation function.
PAA4: parking App needs to open the function of internal guidance and parked vehicles track inside

parking area.
PAA5: parking App needs to open electronic payment function.

PAA6: the update speed of parking information by parking App is fast and timely.

Perceived usefulness PU1: it helps to check the parking App when looking for available parking space.
PU2: always checking the parking information by parking App while looking for available parking space.

Trust in parking App TPA1: the parking information by parking App is insignificant.
TPA2: I have more trust in my own parking experience than parking App.

Perceived ease of use PEOU1: when looking for available parking lot, checking the parking App can be a hassle.
PEOU2: checking the parking App will take more time and cause inconvenience.

Intention to use parking App IUPA1: be willing to use parking App when looking for available parking space.

Table 2: Characteristics of respondents.

Variable Category

Age

<20 5.7
20–30 58.0
30–40 17.6
40–50 15.4
>50 3.3

Gender Male 57
Female 43

Driving years
<5 66.7
5–10 19
>10 14.3

How long have you worked in the
city? (years)

<5 68.6
5–10 15
>10 26.4

Education
Higher (college or

higher) 72

Other 28
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structural equation regression analysis software, includ-
ing AMOS, LISREL, and MPLUS, the drawing interface of
AMOS is the most clear and comfortable and is conve-
nient to check errors and correct models. Because Amos is
relatively simple, old software, nonstatistical researchers
can also use it to study. ,erefore, this paper selected the
latest version of AMOS 21.0 for structural equation model
analysis. Figure 3 shows the relationship among the
variables. In SEM, the underlying theory of the phe-
nomena under investigation plays a key role in assessing
model adequacy and testing relationships among the
variables. ,e model contains two endogenous latent
variables: the intention of drivers to accept parking App
and perceived usefulness. A set of 4 independent exog-
enous variables was identified. ,ese variables are soci-
odemographics, parking App attributes, trust in parking
App, and perceived ease of use that might influence the
intention to accept the parking App. Besides, SD1∼SD6
are the six measurement variables of sociodemographics;
PAA1∼PAA6 are the six measurement variables of parking
App attributes; PU1∼PU2 are the two measurement variables
of perceived usefulness; TPA1∼TPA2 are the two measure-
ment variables of trust in parking App; PEOU1∼PEOU2 are
the two measurement variables of perceived ease of use;
IUPA1 is the measurement variable of the intention to use the
parking App.

In addition, e1∼e19 were the errors of each observable
variable. Since parking App attributes and perceived use-
fulness affect each other, double arrows were used to rep-
resent the relationships between them.

6. Goodness of Fit and Estimated Results

,is model obtains the initial parameter estimates by run-
ning AMOS 21.0. According to the output fitting index
results and connecting the theory, the model is constantly
modified. Finally, the running results of the model with good
fitting degree are obtained, which meet the standard re-
quirements. Figure 4 shows the path diagrams.

,e indices for goodness of fit are summarized in Table 3.
,e comparison of the absolute fix index with accepted
criteria shows that χ2/degrees of freedom, goodness-of-fit
index, and root-mean-square error of approximation all
meet the requirements. Other indices, such as incremental fit
index, 0.920, and comparative fit index, 0.919, are higher
than the accepted criterion of 0.9. All these indices indicate
that the explanatory power of the model is high.

6.1. Hypothesis Testing. ,e overall fit indices show that the
final model fits the data very well and is accepted. Hence, the
hypothesis relationships in the conceptual framework can be
tested through the standardized path coefficients between
latent variables. ,e testing results for the six assumed re-
lationships are summarized in Table 4.

Four of the six hypotheses in the conceptual framework
are significantly supported. In addition, a new relationship
between parking App attributes and perceived usefulness is
discovered. ,e supported H1 indicates that drivers’

perceived usefulness (β1 � 0.984, P1 � 0.046) positively and
significantly influences intention to accept parking App. H2
is also supported in the results, which indicates that drivers’
perceived ease of use (β2 � −0.079, P2 � 0.017) positively and
significantly influences the perceived usefulness of parking
App. ,e supportedH3 indicates that drivers’ perceived ease
of use (β3 � −0.306, P3 < 0.001) positively and significantly
influences intention to accept parking App.H5 is significant,
which indicates that drivers’ trust in App (β5 � 0.381,
P5 < 0.001) positively and significantly influences intention
to accept parking App.

It is worth mentioning that the influence coefficient of
perceived ease of use on perceived usefulness and drivers’
intention is negative, which is due to the negative correlation
between the latent variable and its observation variables in
Table 1. When analyzing the results, the negative sign should
be removed; that is, perceived ease of use positively and
significantly affects perceived usefulness and intention to
accept parking App.

Although sociodemographics of drivers do not have
significant relationship with drivers’ intention to accept
parking App, we can also draw some conclusions from
Figure 4. ,e observed indicator variables of age, driving
ages, and how long respondents have worked in the city
show a negative relationship with acceptance intention. It
indicates that with the growth of age and driving experi-
ence, and the increase of working time in the local area, the
drivers will become more familiar with the local parking
conditions and will use parking App less but by virtue of
experience. Furthermore, gender appears to have a negative
relationship with acceptance intention, which means that
women are more likely to accept parking App, and this
assuredly provides a new direction for the publicity of
parking App.

6.2. Analysis of Direct, Indirect, and Total Effects. ,e direct
effects and total effects between latent variables can be used
to analyze the strength of each causal relationship. A direct
effect is the influence of one variable on another that is not
mediated by any other variables, and an indirect effect is one
that is mediated by at least one other variable.,e total effect
of one variable on another is the sum of the direct and
indirect effects. ,e path coefficients shown in the previous
subsection are all direct effects. Since an indirect relationship
might exist between latent variables, it is often useful to
calculate the direct and indirect effects from the model to get
a better understanding of the model estimation results.

Direct, indirect, and total effects between latent variables
are given in Table 5.,ey can be used to analyze the different
weights of factors on acceptance intention. From Table 5, it
can be seen that in four factors that are significantly related
to acceptance intention, perceived usefulness has the largest
total effect by a coefficient of 0.984, followed by parking App
attributes and perceived ease of use, which have a total effect
on acceptance intention by coefficients of 0.743 and 0.384,
respectively. Trust in parking App has the least total effect on
acceptance intention by a coefficient of 0.381. It can also be
seen that among the four determinants of acceptance
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intention, there is no indirect relationship between trust in
parking App and acceptance intention or between perceived
usefulness and acceptance intention.

Furthermore, the total effects are significant and large
between perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness and
between parking App attributes and perceived usefulness;
they are 0.079 and 0.947, respectively. So parking App at-
tributes have a great impact on perceived usefulness. ,e
influence of perceived usefulness on acceptance intention
largely comes from the parking App attributes.,at is to say,
although the parking App attributes do not directly affect the
acceptance intention, they do that indirectly through the
influence of perceived usefulness.

7. Discussion of Results

From hypothesis test and coefficient analysis, the following
can be found.

,e significant relationships among drivers’ intention
to accept parking App:

(1) Perceived usefulness has the greatest influence on
the parking App acceptance intention. It can be
seen that perceived usefulness of parking App plays
a key role in the acceptance intention. Due to more
vehicles but less parking spaces in China, it is
difficult for drivers to quickly find parking lots by

themselves. ,e biggest responsibility of parking
App is to provide drivers with parking information
and simplify their parking search process. And the
biggest problem with most parking Apps is data
collection of actual parking spaces. If the infor-
mation transmitted by the App is wrong and the
information updates lag, the App will not bring
convenience to the users but mislead the users or
bring unnecessary troubles to the drivers. ,ere-
fore, information data collection is the focus of
most parking App at present, and it is also the
inevitable development trend of this market. Future
research is needed to solve the problem of how to
strengthen cooperation between App operators and
parking suppliers.

(2) Perceived ease of use has the second largest effect
on parking App acceptance intention, and this
effect is significant at 0.001 level. It has a lot to do
with parking problems in China. Because of the
limitation of parking permits, the parking infor-
mation received by the parking users is various. If
users cannot get useful information quickly, they
will think that the parking App is not convenient
for them to park and give up using the App. On one
hand, the App should control the amount of ad-
vertising; on the other hand, it should strengthen
information management to avoid unnecessary
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Figure 3: SEM of drivers’ intention to accept parking App.
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information interfering with users. Meanwhile,
parking App need to develop more functions to
enhance users’ convenience. For example, parking
App can be connected with the parking lock to
realize intelligent remote control, which is conve-
nient for drivers to manage parking spaces and
prevent their parking spaces from being occupied
by others.

(3) Trust in parking App has a great influence on
parking App acceptance intention. Obviously, if the
parking information provided by App is not ac-
curate enough or could not change in real time
according to the actual situation, drivers will nat-
urally reduce the confidence of parking

information, think that parking information is not
important, believe more in their own judgement,
and reduce the use of parking App.

,e ways to increase the intention of drivers to use
parking App:

In the sociodemographic variables, the observed in-
dicator variables of gender appear to have a positive
relationship with acceptance intention, and age ap-
pears to have a negative relationship with acceptance
intention, which means that compared with men and
old people, women and young people are more likely
to accept parking App. So it is suggested that parking
App should increase publicity for female and young
drivers. In addition, education shows a positive re-
lationship with acceptance intention, so one sugges-
tion is that parking App should be promoted to people
with higher education.
,e ultimate goal of parking App is able to obtain
accurate parking data, parking reservation, and fast
online payment, which can change the traditional
passive parking mode of “first arrive, then park.”
,ere are many functions waiting to be developed.
Firstly, the function of internal guidance and parked
vehicles track inside parking area should be opened,
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Figure 4: Measurement and structural model with standardized estimates.

Table 3: Overall fit indices for model.

Index Value of indices in model Criteria value
χ 2/DF 3.380 <5.0
GFI 0.905 >0.9
NFI 0.890 >0.8
IFI 0.920 >0.9
CFI 0.919 >0.9
RMSEA 0.075 <0.1
DF� degrees of freedom, GFI� goodness-of-fit index, NFI�normed fit
index, IFI� incremental fit index, CFI� comparative fit index,
RMSEA� root-mean-square error of approximation.
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so that it will be easier for drivers to enter the parking
lot and find their car when they leave.,en, it needs to
add a hire driving function to provide the driving
agent service for car owners, so as to avoid being
unable to drive when they pick up the car from the
parking lot because of drinking alcohol. Moreover, it
can also add a traffic violation inquiry function to help
car owners timely learn about the violation so as to
deal with it.

8. Conclusions

,e purpose of this study is to develop and validate the
hypothesis that perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use,
and other latent variables are determinants of using parking
App. Most previous work studied smart parking system
through modeling the functional design of parking App or
evaluating the performance of parking App. Unlike the
existing literature, the model in this study, from a psy-
chometric perspective, is intended to confirm that the
measurement scales of perceived usefulness, perceived ease
of use, and other latent variables have significant empirical
relationships with measurement scales of parking App ac-
ceptance intention.

To summarize the results, four main insights concerning
the determinants of parking App acceptance were found:

(i) Perceived usefulness is a major determinant of
parking App acceptance intention

(ii) Parking App attributes is a significant secondary
determinant of parking App acceptance intention,
and it indirectly determines drivers’ acceptance
intention by influencing perceived usefulness

(iii) Perceived ease of use is a third important deter-
minant of parking App acceptance intention

(iv) Trust in parking App is a significant determinant of
parking App acceptance intention

,ese findings have implications for increasing drivers’
acceptance intention of parking App and improving the
service quality of parking App in China.

Since perceived usefulness has the greatest impact on
parking App acceptance intention, parking App should
improve the accuracy of information release, speed up in-
formation updating, and avoid unnecessary information to
produce adverse effects on users. ,e important factor af-
fecting perceived usefulness is parking App attributes.
,erefore, parking App operators should not only ensure
accurate information but also open parking reservation,
internal guidance, and parked vehicles track, electronic
payment functions as soon as possible to enhance the at-
tractiveness of users. Only by developing more functions can
the perceived usefulness of users and the acceptance of
parking App be improved.

Perceived ease of use is an important factor affecting
parking App acceptance intention. How to make parking
App more acceptable to users is a problem that operators
need to consider. Improving the clarity and simplicity of
information provided by parking App can enhance the
perception and usability of App to users. In order to improve
users’ perceived ease of use, parking App can develop hire
driving service, violation inquiry function, and provide long-
term rental for car owners to facilitate their use.

Finally, trust in parking App puts forward higher re-
quirements for the accuracy and real time of parking in-
formation. ,is means that operators need to work with
information suppliers to ensure reliable access to infor-
mation such as parking spaces and parking price. Un-
doubtedly, increasing the trust in parking App can increase
the driver’s use of parking App. At the same time, parking
App can add sharing functions withWeChat, QQ, and other

Table 4: Hypothesis testing results.

Hypothesis Model path Coefficients between two variables P value Test result
H1 Perceived usefulness⟶ intention to use parking App β1� 0.984 P1 � 0.046 Significant
H2 Perceived ease of use⟶ perceived usefulness β2� −0.079 P2 � 0.017 Significant
H3 Perceived ease of use⟶ intention to use parking App β3� −0.306 P3(

∗∗∗) Significant
H4 Parking App attributes⟶ intention to use parking App β4� −0.189 P4 � 0.690 Not significant
H5 Trust in parking App⟶ intention to use parking App β5� 0.381 P5(

∗∗∗) Significant
H6 Sociodemographics⟶ intention to use parking App β6� −0.087 P6 � 0.240 Not significant
Note. ∗p< 0.1; ∗∗p< 0.01; ∗∗∗p< 0.001.

Table 5: Direct, indirect, and total effects between latent variables.

Relation between latent variables Direct effects Indirect effects Total effects
Perceived usefulness⟶ intention to use parking App 0.984∗ —— 0.984∗
Perceived ease of use⟶ intention to use parking App 0.306∗∗∗ 0.078∗ 0.384∗∗∗
Parking App attributes⟶ intention to use parking App −0.189 0.932∗∗∗ 0.743
Trust in parking App⟶ intention to use parking App 0.381∗∗∗ —— 0.381∗∗∗
Sociodemographics⟶ intention to use parking App −0.087 —— −0.087
Perceived ease of use⟶ perceived usefulness 0.079∗ —— 0.079∗
Parking App attributes⟶ perceived usefulness 0.947∗∗∗ —— 0.947∗∗∗
∗p< 0.1; ∗∗p< 0.01; ∗∗∗p< 0.001.
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platforms to upload synchronously, which can improve user
stickiness and strengthen their trust in parking App.

,is is the first article to study the impact of intelligent
parking App on drivers’ parking behavior, which has great
guiding significance for parking research at home and
abroad. ,e methods in this paper also provide a new way to
solve the parking problem under the background of intel-
ligence. Based on the establishment and analysis of model,
we can understand the user behavior mechanism and put
forward the parking App promotion strategy. In terms of
reducing urban congestion and environmental pollution,
this paper is of some theoretical and practical value. It is
worth noting that due to the differences in population,
parking types, and modes, the conclusions of this paper are
helpful for the release of parking information in China, but
the guiding significance for other countries needs additional
investigation and research.
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